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Lesson 1: Adding spatial vector data in QGIS 

Introduction 

We will learn ways to add various types of vector spatial data into QGIS. It should be noted that 

are two distinct formats in which geographical information can be displayed – these are known 

as Vectors or Raster. 

Vector data: Is a representation of the world, or any spatial outcome that’s represented by points, 

lines or polygons. A vector is typically useful for storing data that has discrete boundaries, for 

example, country boundaries, streets and individual point locations of places (i.e. a town or city). 

Raster data: Is a representation of the world, or any spatial outcome, as a surface that’s divided 

into grid cells. A raster very useful for storing data that varies continuously on a surface. A typical 

example includes surface elevation, concentrations of ambient particulate matter, population 

density or satellite images. 

For now, we will be focusing of vector data (later, we will learn more about raster data). We will 

learn how to add vector spatial data into QGIS and construct a basic atlas of Africa showing its 

major cities and how their roads are connected. 

If you have not already, please make sure to download the corresponding dataset for 

lesson 1 by going to our website on http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/  

Opening and saving a new project in QGIS 

Open QGIS Desktop 3.2.0 by clicking on the icon  and you will be greeted with a blank 

window which reads Recent Projects. We are going to open a New Project for this practical session 

and save this project as “Lesson_1.qgs”: 

 Click on the icon  located in the toolbar to open a New Project 

 

 Clicking on the New Project icon should refresh QGIS to the Display Window. You can save 

projects by using the save icons – Save as  to save a project for the first time; and 

Save  for overwriting or updating exist projects.  

 Click on Save as icon and a Save As Project window will appear. Name this project by 
typing “Lesson_1” in the File Name: bar and click on the save button to save it. 

http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/
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When working in QGIS it is always good practice to save your project frequently. This feature 

saves you progress, and so if you were to close QGIS and re-open the application, your project will 

be listed in the Recent Projects menu. The user can select project to continue where s/he had left 

off. 

 

Displaying vector data in QGIS 

Let’s start to view some spatial data in the Display window. We are going to construct a basic atlas 

of Africa which shows the location of major cities and road networks. We have the following 

vector data (or shape files (.shp)) for the whole of Africa, the 349 major cities and over 200,000 

roads.  

 Africa_countries.shp 

 Major_cities.shp 

 Major_roads.shp 

Let’s load these shape files starting with Africa as the base layer to our Display window: 

 Click on the Add Vector Layer icon  in the Layer Toolbar. This will bring up a small 

menu called the Data Source Manager 
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 Data Source Manager allows the user to navigate the directory to select their data. Click 

on the Browse button  and go to the location of your downloaded data and select the 

shape file African_countries.shp 

 The selection and the path to the shape file’s location will be shown in the Vector 

Dataset(s) panel 

 Click on the Add button to add shape file into the Display window 

 Click Close to close the Data Source Manager menu  
 

 
 

The shape file for Africa has been added as a layer – you can see this in Layers Panel. The contains 

the boundaries of All African countries. This vector data is a typical example of a polygon. Now 
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let’s include road networks in Africa and the cities to the atlas – repeat the above steps by adding 

the data in the following order: Major_roads.shp and Major_cities.shp. 

 

As you can see, the shape files for the roads and cities have been added as layers in the Layer 

Panel. The brown dots correspond to the point location of cities, and the roads are represented 

by the green lines. The vector data for the cities are classed as points, whereas those for the roads 

are termed as lines. 

Changing the visual and colour properties of vector data 

At the moment – the image in the Display window does not qualify as a decent atlas. We are going 

to modify the colours and symbology for Africa, the roads and the cities; and show the sea 

surrounding the continent. Let’s give Africa a land colour of bone yellow: 

 

 Right-click on the layer African_countries in the Layers Panel and select Properties 

 The Layer Properties menu for African_countries will appear – on the left-hand side of the 
menu, select Symbology. 
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 Select Simple fill to change the fill colours of the polygons. This is located on the top of the 
right-hand side panel of the Layer Properties menu 

 Click on the selection bar of Fill colour to select the desired colour. Here, should reveal a 
colour-wheel. 

 You can rotate the Triangle by dragging the vertical bar around the colour-wheel to select 
a colour – this is referred to as Hue region. Lightness of the colour is controlled by 

dragging the circular held within the Triangle. You can play around with the colour 

parameters and try to select one that represents a bone yellow colour 

 Click on Apply and OK 

 

 

 

You repeat the above steps for changing the colours for the roads and cities by going into their 

properties. When you access the Symbology menu for the lines and point data – ensure to select 

Simple Lines and Simple marker, respectively, in the right-hand side panel of the Layer Properties 

to change their appearance. 

You can play around to make the following changes: 

 Major roads – choose Dark Grey colour and Stroke width (line thickness) 0.15mm 

 Major cities – choose Black colour and Size (diameter of point) as 1.0mm 
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We can change the background colour of the Display window to represent the sea surrounding 

Africa. This can be done by: 

 Click on the tab Project located on the top Menu toolbar, and then click on Properties 

 The Project Properties menu will appear – click on the arrow for the Background colour 
section and select Sea Blues from the colour-wheel 

 Click Apply and OK  
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The resulting atlas appear as follows in the Display window: 

 

 

Now that we are done constructing our Atlas, we can end this project by saving it – click on the 

save icon  to save and overwrite “Lesson_1.qgs”. 

Summary 

We constructed a basic Atlas showing the locations of big cities and roads in Africa, and 

familiarised ourselves with adding shape files in QGIS, and knowing what constitutes a point, line 

and polygon data. Finally, we learnt how to modify the appearance of these vector data by 

accessing their properties. 

In the next tutorials, we will focus on the data science of managing spatial layers – the optimal 

way of arranging vector layers in the Layer Panel and modifying their properties for optimal 

visualisation. We also learn how to import spreadsheet data containing attribute information and 

perform spatial joins. Ultimately, these techniques will be used visualise the distribution of 

poverty in Nigeria.   
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Data source(s) 

Datafile Format Source 
   
African_countries Shape file https://gadm.org/download_world.html  
Major_cities Shape file https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html  
Major_roads Shape file http://www.diva-gis.org/Data 
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